A book with multiple narrators

Adult Fiction

- The Blade Itself by Joe Abercrombie
- The Dragon’s Path by Daniel Abraham
- The Elegance of the Hedgehog by Muriel Barbery
- The Immortalists by Chloe Benjamin
- People of the Book by Geraldine Brooks
- Iron Gold by Pierce Brown
- The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao by Junot Diaz
- All the Light We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr
- A Visit from the Goon Squad by Jennifer Egan
- Fates and Furies by Lauren Groff
- The Vegetarian by Kang Han
- The Girl on the Train by Paula Hawkins
- Catch-22 by Joseph Heller
- A Brief History of Seven Killings by Marlon James
- The Fifth Season by N. K. Jemisin
- Silver Sparrow by Tayari Jones
- Mudbound by Hillary Jordan
- The Poisonwood Bible by Barbara Kingsolver
- Wedding Night by Sophie Kinsella
- The Historian by Elizabeth Kostova
- The Ruin of Kings by Jenn Lyons
- A Game of Thrones by George R. R. Martin
- The Weight of Blood by Laura McHugh
- The Bone Clocks by David Mitchell
- Big Little Lies by Liane Moriarty
- The Forgotten Garden by Kate Morton
- The Women of Brewster Place by Gloria Naylor
- Spinning Silver by Naomi Novik
- A Tale for the Time Being by Ruth Ozeki
- Vanishing Acts by Jodi Picoult
- The Tiger’s Daughter by K. Arsenault Rivera
- Nine Women, One Dress by Jane L. Rosen
- Attachments by Rainbow Rowell
- Lincoln in the Bardo by George Saunders
Adult Fiction cont.

- The Grim Company by Luke Scull
- Where’d You Go, Bernadette by Maria Semple
- The Anatomy Lesson by Nina Siegal
- The Help by Kathryn Stockett
- Radiance by Catherynne M. Valente
- Menagerie by Rachel Vincent
- Sing, Unburied, Sing by Jesmyn Ward
- The Book of Joan by Lidia Yuknavitch
- Red Clocks by Leni Zumas

Teen

- Children of Blood and Bone by Tomi Adeyemi
- What If It’s Us by Becky Albertalli
- Six of Crows by Leigh Bardugo
- Beauty Queens by Libba Bray
- I Have Lost My Way by Gayle Forman
- Spellbook of the Lost and Found by Moira Fowley-Doyle
- Illuminae by Amie Kaufman & Jay Kristoff
- These Broken Stars by Amie Kaufman & Meagan Spooner
- Read Between the Lines by Johanna Knowles
- Infinite In Between by Carolyn Mackler
- Where They Found Her by Kimberly McCreight
- One of Us Is Lying by Karen M. McManus
- When Dimple Met Rishi by Sandhya Menon
- This is Where it Ends by Marieke Nijkamp
- The Arsonist by Stephanie Oakes
- The Kiss of Deception by Mary E. Pearson
- Falling Kingdoms by Morgan Rhodes
- Carry On by Rainbow Rowell
- Salt to the Sea by Ruta Sepetys
- Unwind by Neal Shusterman
- They Both Die at the End by Adam Silvera
- Flipped by Wendelin Van Draanen
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